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He is on an upwardly mobile career path in the Bureau, something that his work with Reddington occasionally
threatens to derail. By Season 2, Cooper regained consciousness, but is revealed to have an inoperable brain
tumor in the episode "T. With the help of his friend, Attorney General Connolly, he entered an experimental
drug trial. However, he has had to compromise his ethics and perform various morally dubious tasks for
Connolly in order to stay in his favor and remain in the trial. He confronts Connolly, who admits that he has
been manipulating him on behalf of the Cabal. He blackmails Cooper into helping them, saying that they will
destroy Cooper and his wife Charlene if he fails to cooperate. When Liz is framed for the assassination of
Senator Hawkins, Cooper flatly refuses to cooperate with the Cabal and is placed on administrative leave by
Connolly. In "Marvin Gerard", Cooper is told by Wright that in order for him to have the charges dropped
against him, Cooper not only has to resign, but also take a desk job. Although he reluctantly does, Cooper is
determined to help Liz clear her name and investigates Karakurt. He recruits Tom to help investigate Karakurt.
Later, he separates from Charlene. He formerly worked for the NSA. He is friends with Elizabeth Keen. It is
shown that Aram likes Samar Navabi until they suffered a falling out in "Gaia". In "Kings of the Highway",
Aram reveals his knowledge of what he has learned from the laptop in exchange for Ressler telling him of the
protocols. As she leaves, Aram realizes the extent of what could happen to Keen if the Cabal get their hands
on her and has to decide where his loyalties lie. When Liz is arrested and the Director comes to take her into
custody, Aram changes the password to her cell to lock him out. Aram then confronts the Director at gunpoint
in a desperate attempt to stop him from taking Liz. The mission is a success and Liz is exonerated of all but
the murder of Tom Connolly, for which she agrees to a plea of involuntary manslaughter and is set free. He
also mentions he only congratulated her out of respect for both Ressler and Cooper. She was suspected by
Samar and Ressler the whole time and they present their evidence to him, finding that he has already figured
out she is a mole. When Aram discovers this, he regrets how he treated Samar after learning she did love him.
Using himself as bait, he is able to keep Janet occupied long enough for Ressler to arrest her. At the end of the
episode, Aram is comforted by Samar and realizes his feelings for her. He is happy when she admits she
rescinded her transfer papers and decided to stay. Aram is rescued by Samir and Ressler, but the Architect
makes an escape. Recognizing that more people will die if the Architect escapes and shaken by what he has
witnessed, Aram kills the Architect with his own portable coilgun without hesitation. When he is shaken again
by his actions, Samar comforted Aram and convinces him that he did the right thing in killing the Architect.
After helping Dembe find a name as a clue, he returns to the Post Office to catch Janet and Samar in a
confrontation. Though he is able to diffuse the situation by escorting Janet away from Samar, Aram becomes
worried for her when she leaves work without talking to him. Kaplan", Aram is about to go speed walking
with Janet until he is ordered by a man to appear before an inquiry involving the Task Force. Despite
defending the Task Force and Red, he is imprisoned in the same cell that Liz was held in. Kaplan,
Conclusion", Aram learns about Janet testifying against him in order to protect her deal and why Samar never
told him about it out of a need to protect him. She is a highly skilled interrogator. She first appears in the
season 2 premiere, "Lord Baltimore", in which she briefly captures and interrogates Reddington. Later she
joins the Blacklist task force on an indefinite basis. She appears to be colluding with Reddington for an
unknown purpose. She has an emotional reunion with her brother, Shahin, who was believed to have died
years earlier in a bombing. However, Samar soon discovers that her brother is not who she believes him to be,
and is in fact the very terrorist she had spent years hunting. She helps her former partner Levi destroy
important documents, but she is captured by her brother and taken to the harbor, where Reddington intercepts
them, freeing Samar and capturing Shahin. Reddington asks Samar to let him take Shahin for his own
purposes, and she sadly agrees, saying her brother died long ago. Afterwards, Samar and Ressler become
intimate. Samar secretly helps Liz locate Reddington after he is kidnapped. When Ressler finds out and
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confronts her, she admits to it and to previously tipping Liz and Tom off to help them evade the FBI, arguing
that if Liz is arrested, she will inevitably be killed by the Cabal. In response, Ressler promptly fires Samar
from the task force. She then joins Reddington and helps him carry out his plan to exonerate Liz. After Liz is
released, Samar rejoins the task force. In "Gaia", she and Aram fought over her plans to transfer, with the
latter admitting that he only congratulated her out of respect for both Ressler and Cooper. When he tells her
off how he truly felt and leaves, only then Samar begins to feel guilty for hurting Aram. In "The Thrushes",
she and Ressler confirm their suspicions to Cooper about Janet before confronting him about it. When Samar
revealed the knowledge that she and Ressler investigated her being an operative working for Kirk to gain FBI
files, Aram regretted how he treated her. After the operative is arrested, Samar comforts Aram and pleases him
by admitting she rescinded on her transfer papers. She confronts him on the phone with the belief he has plans
to kill Bloom. She deliberately misleads Aram when he begins investigating the incident. After the task force
finds out the truth, Cooper upbraids her for deceiving him and tells her to figure out whether her loyalties lie
with Mossad or the FBI. She asks Aram out for a drink, but he turns her down, telling her he has had too many
bad experiences with women he cannot trust. Later she meets with her ex-partner and sometime lover Levi,
but declines to resume their relationship, confessing to him that she is "in love with someone else". In "Dembe
Zuma" while trying to work together, Samar and Janet had a serious confrontation with the latter admitting
that when she met Aram, he was just like Samar before she taught him how to have fun. She tells Samar that
she knows about her feelings for Aram and would never admit it out of fear. She is accepted, but declines
upon learning that Aram recommended her for the fellowship, believing he only did so out of guilt for not
telling her about resuming his relationship with Janet. Conclusion", Samar investigates Janet after Aram is
imprisoned for failing to cooperate with a grand jury investigating the task force. Later, Aram learns this and
breaks up with Janet. He asks Samar why she kept silent. When she replies it was because Janet made him
happy, he kisses her. Aram manages to find Samar in time to save her life, however she is left on life support.
The episode "The Mombasa Cartel" revealed that he was born the youngest son of a farmer named Samwel
Zuma. At some point, he was being held by the Eberhardt Cartel. He spent eight years in the world of human
trafficking and was enslaved until the age of 14, when Reddington found him half-dead and chained to a pipe
in the basement of a brothel in Nairobi. Reddington took care of him, nursed him back to health and made sure
he got an education. Dembe rarely speaks, and does not converse without being close to Reddington. In "The
Troll Farmer", it is revealed that Dembe has a daughter and a granddaughter whom Matthias Solomon uses as
leverage to force him to surrender to him. He later finds Mr. Vargas in the same situation, and the two team up
to escape. However, Vargas betrays Dembe and shoots him. Dembe rescues Red and Liz from Solomon before
collapsing from his injuries. After Reddington shoots Mr. Eventually, he says to Liz that he no longer
recognizes Reddington, and tells her he killed Mr. In "The Apothecary", Dembe disappears after apparently
poisoning Reddington. It is later revealed that he was innocent, but fled in order to find the true culprit. Kaplan
was alive and was responsible. Main characters featured in The Blacklist: She has an estranged husband,
Howard, who is an old friend of Reddington. Tom Keen photographed her meeting with Cynthia Panabaker.
She agrees, setting a trap for him. Reddington is alerted to the trap by Tom, and turns the tables, capturing
Hargrave instead. Reddington then proposes a temporary alliance with her. She takes temporary custody of
Agnes while Liz deals with her anger and grief. Nez has struggled with addiction before and during the series
she relapses.
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Chapter 2 : Everybody Loves Raymond Child Star Sawyer Sweeten, 19, Dies of Apparent Suicide | TV Gui
King of Soho's girl kicks out the strippers: Daughter of Paul Raymond wants to turn father's lap-dancing club into a
theatre. Fawn James, 27, inherited vast chunk of red-light area along with sister.

He then walks to the seal set in the floor, removes his coat, jacket and hat, then waits while the alarms sound
and he is taken into custody. He is taken to a the Post Office where he says nothing until a chip is implanted in
his shoulder, then he says that he will only talk to Elizabeth Keen. When she arrives he then relates part of her
history, including some private details, and tells her that Beth Ryker , the daughter of General Daniel Ryker ,
will be kidnapped by a man named Ranko Zamani. He has Liz logically work through the clues and figure out
what is going on; to think like a criminal. For a further relaxation of his conditions of imprisonment he offers
to help find The Chemist. The relaxation of conditions are no handcuffs and he will reside in an hotel of his
choosing. In his second meeting with Liz, he inquires about the scar on her hand. She tells him she received
the scar in a fire when she was While at the hotel he is stabbed in the neck by Liz, who believes correctly that
he had Tom Keen attacked by Zamani. Once he has had treatment at the hospital, he escapes and meets
Zamani, and plants his tracking chip on him. When Liz realizes that the bomb is to be detonated at the zoo, he
sends a Ukrainian to defuse the bomb and waits to be recaptured. He never sleeps in the same place more than
two nights; He wants his own security detail; He will negotiate his own immunity deal and the he will only
speak with Elizabeth. Edit Red is now being held in an FBI secret prison which looks like an oil tanker. He is
taken to Washington for a polygraph test, during which he states that a disaster will occur at the Decatur
industrial park, that day at 11 A. After the train crash, Red is brought to the FBI operations room, where he
reveals the the crash was caused by an individual known as the Freelancer who disguises his assassinations as
accidents. Red estimates that he has killed over 3, innocent civilians and compares his scale of carnage to
terrorist organizations and governments. Red says that he cannot contact the Freelancer directly, but he does
have an intermediary in Montreal. He reveals that his contact was the coat-check guy and that the intended
target is Floriana Campo , a noted campaigner against human trafficking. At the function Red identifies the
Freelancer and the agents give chase. Once there he reveals that he knows her and that she is the head of the
Eberhardt Cartel, the largest human trafficking gang in the Eastern Hemisphere and one of the most vicious.
Liz then arrives and Red reveals that the Freelancer has poisoned Floriana and the if she admits her guilt he
will give Liz the antidote. Floriana nods to agree to her guilt. She asks what would have occurred if the
antidote had worked? Red replies that there was no antidote. Edit Red is playing solo chess in a park when he
is approached by a representative of Wujing requesting his assistance in decoding a message. Red explains
that his usual contractor is unavailable, but Luli Zeng has details of a replacement and once due diligence is
completed they will proceed as normal. Red then tells the representative that he "prefers to play with himself
in private," signalling for him to leave. At his hatter Red meets Elizabeth Keen and explains that she is to pose
as a cryptographer, and decode the name of an American agent for the Chinese spy killer Wujing. Liz is not
happy with the idea but is eventually persuaded by the FBI to comply. Once the message is decoded, but
before they can leave, the transmission to the FBI is detected. Red, Liz, Wujing and the rest of his staff leave
the bunker though a hidden exit and drive away. Wujing drops Red and Liz of at a place where Dembe Zuma
collects them. As Liz leaves she asks Red, why her? He says that it is because of her father. When she asks if
he knew her father, he says that the answer is complicated. He also says that he has to travel to Haiti. In Haiti
while selling arms he receives a call from Liz updating him on the situation, and tells her to check the bath.
After Liz has been kidnapped, Red and Donald Ressler go to a meeting with Lorca, for Red to hand over his
new identity and to get information about Liz. Before they enter the meeting Red warns Ressler that he will
have to explain why he is accopmanying Red, since he should be attending alone. Ressler then tells Lorca that
he is the person who arranged for the new identity. Lorca is reluctant to give any information about the
Stewmaker, but when Red threatens not to hand over the identity he gives Red his contact information for the
Stewmaker. At the Post Office, Red notices the evidence of dog hair from the motel room and leaves the FBI
to their investigation while he pursues his own investigation. When they are near the cabin Red tells Dembe to
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stop at a shop to buy some meat. Just as Liz is about to be killed, Red knocks out Kornish with a single punch.
He then binds Kornish and checks that Liz is alright. Red talks to Kornish about a farmer who loses
everything, and over time becomes the predator. He then tips Kornish into his vat of chemicals, just before the
FBI arrive. He tells Ressler that Liz needs medical attention, and when Meera Malik asks what he is doing
there, he replies that she is wearing a pretty blouse. As Liz is entering the ambulance she calls Red a monster
and asks how he lives with himself, he replies that it is by keeping her alive. He gives Liz the album. As the
ambulance drives away he tells Ressler that the album contains enough information to put Lorca and several
others in prison. Edit Newton Phillips informs Red that Tommy Phelps will be making a delivery for 20,,
dollars shortly and wonders if they should intercept it. Red decides that it would be better to use the FBI as a
strike force. When Liz hears about the job she is initially skeptical, until Red tells her how much the package
is worth. Once the courier is captured and after watching the initial interrogation, Red tells Harold Cooper that
he will need a doctor, as he always wondered if the rumours were true. When the FBI discover that the courier
is impervious to pain, Red says that he may be able to find his safe house, assuming that the courier is still
addicted to opium. Red identifies the woman that Tommy Phelps took surveillance photographs of, as
Laurence Dechambou , a night club owner and information broker. After the arrest of Dechambou, Red tells
Cooper that she was going to be the French version of him, so will tell them nothing. He says that if they
release her, he will find the location where she left Seth Nelson. Cooper says to Red "If you screw me over on
this Red meets Dechambou at her club and in return for a flight out of the country she tells Red what he wants
to know. At the site, Red says that Phelps would have buried the refrigerator containing Seth and finds a patch
of clear ground where they should dig. As Seth is being loaded into the ambulance he has a whispered
conversation with Red. At his current abode, Newton Phillips says to Red that he wasted his 1 question, Red
says that he is betting on the long term. Edit Red is ensconced in an apparently deserted house where he is
negotiating the sale of an Old Master painting. During the negotiation Newton Phillips receives a call
regarding the situation with Liz and Tom Keen. He also tells Liz that last time he had contact with Gina, she
was using the alias Shubie Hartwell. Liz vehemently defends her husband and leaves. Red reminisces about
Max. He flies to Germany accompanied by Dembe where meets with Max, who is initially reluctant to help,
but Red gets him drunk and offers a Syrian contract so Max tells what he knows. Max does not know the
target, just the time of detonation. He calls Gina so that the FBI can trace her. After the bomb is dealt with, an
angry Liz visits Red and tells him that Gina denied knowing Tom and that he can "go to hell". Red does not
say anything; he just sighs once she leaves. He says that he has a contact for Strontium and he might be able to
use him to get a lead on Barnes. As the contact lives in Cuba, Red says that he will have to fly to meet him. He
invites Liz to accompany him, but she refuses. When he enters his car he says to Luli Zeng that he hopes she
has good news as it has been a very depressing morning. Luli tells him that something he has been looking for
has come on the market. He is pleased and tells her to proceed. As expected, Manny refuses and when Red
leaves, calls Barnes. After Liz lets Barnes go, she calls Red. He tells her that he is not a gumball machine and
hangs up. When Liz calls back and says she needs his help, he makes her repeat the request before suggesting
that he would see the survivor of the courthouse attack as a failure and be certain to visit her. Outside the
Forrester home Red confronts Liz and tells her that if she says the word, he will disappear for ever. When Liz
scoffs at the idea, he points out that disappearing was a service he offered to many people. He repeats his
offer, but when Liz does not reply, he says that he will see her tomorrow. He, along with Dembe and Luli take
a tour of the house purchased by Luli. Red reminisces about family life in the house before leaving. As they
leave an explosion set by Dembe destroys the house. Red tells Cooper that he is not a consultant, and he give
the FBI cases, not the other way round. With prompting from Liz he agrees, and Red tells them that Nathaniel
Wolff is the leader of the anonymous terrorist organization, General Ludd. Red is meeting with his
counterfieter when Liz tracks him down to tell him that they suspect Wolff of having cosmetic surgery.
Abraham Maltz is the best cosmetic surgeon for the type of work Wolff would have required. When Maltz
queries Red about him working with the FBI, Red says that there was no proof that Liz was an FBI agent, and
that he is appalled at how Maltz gave up the information in the face of a few forceful threats. In their
discussion Red learns that Sam has only about 6 weeks to live. Sam tells Red that he would have preferred it if
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they had said 6 hours. Sam also tells red that he wants to tell Liz something. Sam calls Liz to say goodbye,
then Red smothers him with a pillow.
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Chapter 3 : Everybody Loves Raymond daughter Ally Barone: What she looks like now
REMEMBER Ally Barone from Everybody Loves Raymond? Well Ray Romano's TV daughter is now 23 years old. From
â€” Madylin Sweeten appeared on the popular sitcom with her real life.

Jul 10, at 1: He has two kids with his wife of almost 25 years, Jessica Kethledge, and they are named Ella and
Ray. With some conservatives dividing over Barrett and Kavanaugh, Kethledge could emerge as the
compromise pick. Trump will announce his selection on July 9, In the end, Trump chose Brett Kavanaugh.
According to Politico , Raymond and Jessica Kethledge are the parents of two children. Ray, 20, is a junior in
college, and Ella, 17, is a senior in high school. His daughter Ella appears to be living a life like many other
youth in the Midwest. She was in forensics. Ray Kethledge, the son, had an Instagram page, but it, too, has
been scrubbed. Prior to our marriage, her name was Jessica Davi Levinson. She graduated from Connecticut
College in Raymond Benjamin was born in , according to a college newsletter. Ancestry records show they
were married on August 21, in Vermont. Raymond Kethledge is Jessica and Ray were married by a man
named Harold Makepeace who ran the Spiral Shop Gallery, according to their marriage certificate. Online
records show that Jessica Kethledge is also in her 50s. He was appointed to the court in by President George
W. He was a law clerk for federal judge Ralph Guy Jr. He added that his father, Ray Ketchledge, his sister,
Lori Strasius, and his mother, Diane Ketchledge, were also present. You can read the full transcript from that
hearing here. Her grandmother was Anne Levinson Whitman Bornstein and she was when she died. One
famous anecdote about Kethledge: His barn office in northern Michigan overlooking Lake Huron in a wooded
area. She completed a half marathon in She is registered to vote in Michigan but has no voter affiliation. The
family lives in Novi, Michigan. Published Jul 7, at 1:
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Chapter 4 : "Everybody Loves Raymond" Talk to Your Daughter (TV Episode ) - IMDb
We know that Raymond Reddington is the father of Jennifer Reddington and the father of Elizabeth Keen. We know that
Jennifer's mother is Naomi Hyland, who was Raymond Reddington's wife.

Roberts played Marie Barone, who was a constant thorn in the side of her daughter-in-law, played by Patricia
Heaton. People we lost in Photos: People we lost in Hide Caption 1 of Photos: Hide Caption 2 of Photos:
Fisher had suffered a cardiac event on December She was 60 years old. Hide Caption 3 of Photos: Hide
Caption 4 of Photos: He was 53 years old. Hide Caption 5 of Photos: Hide Caption 6 of Photos: People we lost
in Zsa Zsa Gabor , the Hungarian beauty whose many marriages, gossipy adventures and occasional legal
scuffles kept her in tabloid headlines for decades, died December 18, said her former longtime publicist Ed
Lozzi. Hide Caption 7 of Photos: People we lost in Craig Sager , the longtime Turner Sports sideline reporter
best known for his colorful -- and at times fluorescent -- wardrobe, died December 15 after battling acute
myeloid leukemia, the network said. Hide Caption 8 of Photos: People we lost in Actor Alan Thicke , known
for his role as the father in the sitcom "Growing Pains," died on December 13, according to his agent, Tracy
Mapes. Hide Caption 9 of Photos: Hide Caption 10 of Photos: Hide Caption 11 of Photos: Hide Caption 12 of
Photos: People we lost in Actor Ron Glass , known for his role on the police sitcom "Barney Miller," died
November 25, his agent said. Glass also starred in "Firefly" and its film sequel "Serenity. Hide Caption 14 of
Photos: Hide Caption 15 of Photos: Hide Caption 16 of Photos: Hide Caption 17 of Photos: Hide Caption 18
of Photos: People we lost in Canadian singer-songwriter Leonard Cohen died at the age of 82, according to a
post on his official Facebook page on November A highly respected artist known for his poetic and lyrical
music, Cohen wrote a number of popular songs, including the often-covered "Hallelujah. Reno, 78, served in
the Clinton White House from to Hide Caption 20 of Photos: People we lost in Tom Hayden , a peace activist
whose radical views helped spur the anti-Vietnam War movement, died October Hide Caption 21 of Photos:
Hide Caption 22 of Photos: People we lost in Phil Chess , the co-founder of the iconic rock-and-roll and blues
label Chess Records, died October 18, according to his son. Phil and his brother Leonard founded Chess
Records in the late s and helped spawn the careers of many popular musicians in the s. Hide Caption 23 of
Photos: People we lost in Dylan Rieder , a professional skateboarder and model, died on October 12 due to
complications from leukemia, according to his father. Hide Caption 24 of Photos: People we lost in Actor
Tommy Ford , best known for his role as Tommy in the s hit sitcom "Martin," died in Atlanta, a spokeswoman
for his family announced on October Hide Caption 25 of Photos: People we lost in Award-winning author
Gloria Naylor , whose explorations of the lives of black women in the s and s earned her wide acclaim, died on
September Hide Caption 26 of Photos: People we lost in Golfing legend Arnold Palmer , who helped turn the
sport from a country club pursuit to one that became accessible to the masses, died September 25 at the age of
87, according to the U. Hide Caption 27 of Photos:

Chapter 5 : Raymond Torres & Daughter Landscaping Dovecrest Ct Spring Valley, CA Landscaping - MapQ
Catholic Daughters at St. Raymond Court St. Raymond # is very active in the St. Raymond Parish Community. We are
very grateful for the generous support of our charity work by the members of the parish who enjoy our bake sales, attend
our BINGO luncheon, and shop for our annual baby shower.

Chapter 6 : St. Raymond Catholic Church â€“ Catholic Daughters of Americas
My daughter looks forward to this every year! It's SO unbelievably refreshing to have something like this IN Raymond!
So often we have to trek into Lethbridge for any events and having this here is an awesome yearly tradition.
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Chapter 8 : Raymond Kethledge Children: 5 Fast Facts You Need to Know | calendrierdelascience.com
One of Steve Harvey's eldest daughters has been accused of sleeping with a prominent Dallas man. The celebrity seed
was put on blast after posting pictures of the mysterious man on various social media sites. Via The Dirty reports: Nik,
this is Karli Harvey, daughter of comedian STEVE HARVEY!! She.

Chapter 9 : waynesdaughters-1
Paul Raymond (15 November - 2 March ), born Geoffrey Anthony Quinn, was an English publisher, club owner, and
property developer.. After opening a strip club, Raymond became very wealthy, buying property on a large scale and
launched Paul Raymond Publications with the soft-porn magazine Men Only, soon followed by Escort, Club
International, Mayfair and many other titles.
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